About
GoruGorillas Studios

Welcome to Gorillas Studios, a place where we value art, creation, and aesthetic so you can work and
create in a space which inspires you to achieve beyond the ordinary. Gorillas Studios is now reborn
with an entire new look and specifically designed to cater to individual needs of Photographers,
Videographers, Make Up Artists, Stylists, and every other form of Artist.
We have tried to make a haven for artists such as you to be able to work in peace and in a space which
marries technology and beauty with equal importance. We strive to provide you with the best tools
and plenty of floor space to work on a variety of projects all under one roof. We have made every
effort to make Gorillas 2.0 the one stop shop for all your needs. We promise you the comfort, the
professionalism, and the personal touch to make your time here a memorable one. We maintain the
cleanliness and hygiene of our studio to match the requirements of every protocol and safety which
this new world dictates.
Gorillas represents the new with the charm of the old. We now provide six sets for you to explore.
The Daylight Set (Studio I), The Modern Set (Studio I), The Indian Set (Studio I), The Café Set (Studio
II), The Attic Room Set (Studio II) & last but not the least the Multi Background Paper Roll setup (Studio
I). A studio worthy of the creative world you want to create with your work and art.
After the 3 sets were launched in 2021 as part of Studio I, we thought it was about time to expand
further. So we bring to you Studio II with 2 new sets, The Attic Room and The Cafe La Folie. This new
studio takes you on a journey into the west and it’s undeniable charm of luxury and aspirational
lifestyles. Enjoy a cup of coffee in France or just read a book on your English armchair in the room by
the sea. We welcome you to the new year with so much to offer!
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Studio I Details

Makeup area with makeup chairs
Separate changing room
Tea/Coffee machine, Refrigerator, Microwave, Water dispenser
Washrooms
One side fixed glass window for natural lights
Multiple props like bar stools, chairs etc.
Speaker with Bluetooth connectivity
High speed WIFI connectivity
Lounge/waiting area
USB Extender Cable
Steam Iron
Garment Steamer
Clothing Rack
Laptop Stand
10 KVA inverter backup for studio lights (does not provide backup 15 Amp connections)
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Studio II Details

Makeup area with makeup chair
Separate changing room
Tea/Coffee machine, Refrigerator, Microwave, Water dispenser
Washroom
Speaker with Bluetooth connectivit
High speed Wi-Fi connectivity
Lounge/waiting area
USB Extender Cable
Steam Iron
Garment Steamer
Clothing Rack
Laptop Stand
10 KVA inverter backup for studio lights (does not provide backup 15 Amp connections)
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Studio I Charges

Booking for sets include the base studio facilities.
Sets/Time
Daylight Set
Modern Set
Indian Set
All 3 sets

4 Hrs
Rs 5500/Rs 6000/Rs 6500/Rs 8000/-

8 Hrs
Rs 10000/Rs 11000/Rs 12000/Rs 15000/-

Extra per Hour
Rs 1200/Rs 1300/Rs 1400/Rs 1800/-

Studio II Charges

Studio II is provided as a single unit, with the both the sets usage included in the price.
Sets/Time
All 2 sets

4 Hrs
Rs 7500/-

8 Hrs
Rs 14000/-

Extra per Hour
Rs 1700/-

4 Hrs
Rs 13500/-

8 Hrs
Rs 26000/-

Extra per Hour
Rs 3300/-

Studio I & II Combined

Sets/Time
All 5 sets

GST @ 18% will be levied on all the charges described above.
For 4 hours bookings, bookings would only be given either from 8 AM or from 9 PM.
If HMI, Kino, Baby, Softy, Arri, Sky Panel or any other externally sourced lights are used, Rs 1000/would be charged as additional electricity charges.

Studio I Lights
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Godox VLC 300 300W continous LED light - 6 nos
Elinchrom ELB 500 TTL - 6 nos

Studio I Modifiers
Elinchrom Rotalux Strip Box
Elinchrom Beauty Dish with Grid
Elinchrom Rotalux Octa 175 cm
Elinchrom Rotalux Deep Octa
Elinchrom Snoot with Grid
Heavy Duty Boom Stand
Small Turntable
Reflector, Cutter

Studio II Lights

Godox VLC 300 300W continuous LED light - 6 nos
Elinchrom FRX 400 - 6 nos
Elinchrom ELC PRO HD 1000 - 4 nos

Studio II Modifiers
Elinchrom Rotalux Strip Box
Elinchrom Beauty Dish with Grid
Elinchrom Rotalux Octa 175 cm
Elinchrom Rotalux Deep Octa
Elinchrom Snoot with Grid
Heavy Duty Boom Stand
Small Turntable
Reflector, Cutter
Paid Equipments
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Smoke Machine (Small) : Rs 1000/Smoke Machine (Large) : Rs 1800/Bubble Machine
: Rs 800/Baloon Inflator
: Rs 500/Lapel Mic
: Rs 1000/Please pre-book the paid equipments as they might not be available at the last moment. These
equipments are common across both studios.

Studio I - Backdrops

Muslin Backdrops
For list of available muslin backdrops, see the muslin swatch book.
Width of backdrop: 10 feet
Seamless Paper Backdrops
For list of available backdrops, see the seamless paper swatch book.
Width of backdrop: 9 feet
Green Chroma Screen
Dimensions: 15’(L) x 15’(W) x 10’(H)
A combination of 3 backdrops (between Muslin, Paper & Chroma) can be choosen. If any extra
Muslin backdrop is used, it will be charged at Rs 300 / backdrop. If any extra Paper backdrop is used,
it will be charges at Rs 500 / backdrop.
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Studio Policy

The studio rent will start from the booking time declared by the client, not on the actual time the shoot starts.
Rental time ends when the last person in the group walks out of the studio. Please keep this in mind when
planning your shoot.
The client is completely responsible for whatever happens during the shoot, without regards to
whatsoever/whosoever has damaged anything. The client will be charged for the damages.
If the next client has reserved the studio, you are required to leave the studio when your decided time slot is
over.
20-30 minutes can be considered as a grace period for pack-up. However, in case it crosses 30 minutes, full
hourly charges would be applied.
Use of paint, flour or any other form of powder/color is prohibited in the studio.
No smoking inside the studio.
Nothing is allowed to be kept outside the studio in the common areas.
Any equipment/goods left by the client, after their booking ends in the studio will be kept at client’s
responsibility and should be collected within a maximum of 4 hours from the end of booking time.
Sets are not to be used as sitting or waiting area. They are meant only to be used during the shoots.
If the client has not booked a set, they will not be given access to the sets or to the items kept within the set.
Selfies are also not allowed unless the sets have been booked. Any transgressions with regards to the sets
will be charged as booking for that set.
Damages

incurred

to

any

part

of

the

studio/sets

will

charged

on

actuals.

Studio is on the 3rd floor and there is no luggage lift in the building. Normal passenger lift can be used for
taking bags and other small items. No lights, stands or props are allowed to be taken via lift.

Contact Us

Studio Address:
Gorillas Studios
35B, 3rd Floor
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Leela House, Fashion Street 1
Shahpur Jat
New Delhi – 110049
Registered Address:
Gorillas Studios (OPC) Pvt Ltd
E-62, Lower Ground Floor
Gurdwara Road
Greater Kailash 2
New Delhi – 110048
Phone:
+91 92666 92666
Email:
info@gorillas.co.in
Web:
https://gorillas.co.in
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